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Editorial 

The present issue of elni Review (1/2011) covers a variety 
of recent international environmental law issues alongside 
two country-specific contributions on EEE-waste regula-
tion in Zanzibar, Tanzania and chemical substances legis-
lation in China respectively. The key focus of the current 
edition of the journal, is chemical substances regulation.  

Three articles approach this topic from different points of 
view: 

First off, Gareth Callegy provides an overview of the legal 
impacts of the “Chinese REACH” legislation; an amend-
ment to Chinese law which recently entered into force. By 
comparing the legal obligations arising from Regulation 
(EC) No. 1907/2006 (REACH) and the Chinese pendant, 
he points out inter alia the legal issues which European 
registrants will face when marketing chemical substances 
to the “Middle Kingdom.” 

Subsequently, Julian Schenten analyses the state of affairs 
as regards the regulation of Nanomaterials in the food 
sector. Focusing on Regulation (EC) No. 258/97 on Novel 
Food, he identifies the weaknesses in terms of health 
protection and points out necessary key features which 
reasonable regulation of such chemical substances should 
have. 

The third article concentrating on chemicals is by Vito 
Buonsante; it creates a bridge between the REACH Regu-
lation and access to documents claims. In this context the 
author examines the interaction and gaps in the REACH 
and Aarhus Convention systems as well as the role of the 
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). 

The other contributions cover a variety of up-to-date legal 
issues:  

Head of Legal at Friends of the Earth England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, Gita Parihar, shows the legal impacts of 
the Cancun UN climate negotiations which took place in 
December 2010. In doing so, she develops a line of rea-
soning which remains relevant beyond the Bangkok Cli-
mate talks in April 2011. 

Asking in his title ‘A human right to a clean and healthy 
environment in Europe: Dream or reality?’, Jan Van de 
Venis provides an introduction to the development of a 
human right to a healthy environment on a global scale. 
He analyses the ways in which this human rights-based 
approach to environmental issues evolved, what tangible 
benefits such a right could bring, along with where it 
currently stands globally and, more specifically, in Europe 
under the European Convention on Human Rights. 

The contribution that follows, Tania Van Laer examines 
whether EU law allows Member States to justify, on the 
basis of animal welfare, unilateral measures that impose 
trade restrictions. At the same time she considers the main 

principles of the free movement of goods as well as the 
established view of the Court of Justice. 

The final article outlines the electronic waste situation in 
Zanzibar, Tanzania. In the absence of consumer protection 
provisions and specific environmental guidelines to regu-
late the import of these products or manage their safe 
disposal, the small island state is failing to implement the 
principles of the Basel Convention. Against this back-
ground Aboud S. Jumbe presents the current activities of 
the Department of Environment, Zanzibar, which is now 
in the advanced stages of preparing a legal document 
which contains a set of regulations on the import, han-
dling, and disposal of used and waste electrical and elec-
tronics equipment.  

Finally, the issue covers recent developments regarding 
the situation of access to justice in Ireland – the only EU 
country in which the parliament has not ratified the 1998 
UNECE Aarhus Convention.  

Contributions for the next issue of the elni Review are 
very welcome. Please send them to the editors by Septem-
ber 2011. 

Julian Schenten/Gerhard Roller 

May 2011 

 
elni Forum 2011 

 
 

24th  May 2011  
in Brussels, Belgium 

“Access to Documents at European Level – 
 Key issues and practical experiences” 

Bondine Kloostra presents key issues on access to documents 

regarding environmental information, including a recent decision 

of the ECJ (Stichting Natuur en Milieu). Vito Buonsante and 

Ludwig Krämer will present their practical experiences in access 

to documents, including the access to documents held by the 

European Chemicals Agency (ECHA). Eva Kruzikova will pro-

vide the point of view of the EU Commission.  

This event will be held at the EU Liaison Office of the German 

Research Organisations (KoWi), Rue du Trône 98, 1050 Brussels, 

8th Floor. 

For more information about participation, including registration 

forms, please visit http://www.elni.org/elni-events.0.html. 
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Waving or drowning? : The legal impacts of the Cancun climate negotiations  

Gita Parihar 

1 Introduction
Negotiators from all over the world gathered in the 
beach resort of Cancun in December 2010 in the hope 
of rescuing the international climate regime from the 
ignominy of the failures of the Conference in Copen-
hagen. Their mission has been widely lauded as a 
success- but was it?  
This article examines the decisions taken in Cancun 
and considers their legal impacts.1 Firstly, it considers 
the decision relating to the Kyoto Protocol and its 
implications. The second part considers the decision in 
the Long Term Cooperative Action (or LCA) track, 
which focuses on the “full, effective and sustained” 
implementation of the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC). The discussion high-
lights the fact that many of the most contentious issues 
in the negotiations have been left for Durban2. After 
touching on the question of whether agreement was  
reached at all, the article concludes that moving all 
significant progress in the negotiations into the LCA 
track whilst failing to conclude a second commitment 
period of the Kyoto Protocol will result in a severe 
weakening of the international climate regime and 
must be resisted. It also highlights the large gap be-
tween the targets on the table and those demanded by 
science and equity as well as going on to consider the 
implications of this in practical terms. 
The decisions taken in Cancun have been dubbed “the 
Cancun agreement”. However, the ‘agreement’ makes 
no commitments in terms of a treaty text. As will be 
explained below, the likelihood of a second commit-
ment period being agreed under the Kyoto Protocol 
remains in grave doubt, a matter which is of continu-
ing concern to NGOs and developing countries. For its 
part, the LCA decision states: “nothing in this decision 
shall prejudge prospects for, or the content of, a le-
gally binding outcome”3. Therefore, the decisions 
present a set of outcomes from Cancun, but leave open 
contentious issues relating to legal architecture for 
further consideration in the coming year.  

2 Kyoto, dead or alive? 
For the purposes of clarity, this article separates dis-
cussion of the outcomes in the LCA and KP working 
groups, or ‘tracks’. However, as will be seen below, 
                                                           

                                                          

1  The author is Head of Legal at Friends of the Earth England, Wales & 
Northern Ireland. Friends of the Earth International has been attending the 
international climate negotiations since their inception and campaigns for a 
justice-focussed, fair and equitable international climate framework which 
meets the demands of science. The comments in this article represent the 
personal opinions of the author. 

2  And perhaps beyond, the relationship between the climate negotiations and 
the Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio 2012 or Rio + 20) is yet to 
be defined. 

3  First preambular paragraph, decision  [-]1/CP16. 

the distinction between the LCA and KP tracks is 
considerably blurred as a result of the way in which 
developed country emissions reduction targets are 
recorded. 
It is this author’s experience that the bulk of discus-
sions on the outcome of the climate talks tend to focus 
on the outcome in the LCA track. That is no coinci-
dence; much of the momentum in the negotiations 
centres around that track. However, the provisions for 
measuring, reporting and verification of commitments 
being proposed in the LCA track for developed coun-
tries are much weaker than those under the existing 
Kyoto regime. A failure to agree a second commit-
ment period under the Kyoto Protocol will mean a 
wholesale move by all developed countries, including 
former Kyoto parties, to this weaker regime, radically 
undermining the existing framework.  
The Kyoto Protocol sets an overall aggregate goal for 
developed countries with individual economy-wide 
targets for reduction of emission amounts relative to a 
common base year of 1990. This provides a frame-
work for parties’ emissions reductions to be dictated 
by science and compared against one another. The 
targets are binding at an international level and per-
formance against them is subject to stringent monitor-
ing and verification at the international level. Methods 
of listing gases and calculating their global warming 
potentials have been agreed under the protocol, along 
with an entire body of detailed rules relating to the 
functioning of the Convention. The protocol also has 
facilitative and compliance branches, with penalties 
for non-compliance.  
The Kyoto Protocol was negotiated in recognition of 
Art. 3(1) of the UNFCCC, which requires developed 
countries to take the lead in combating climate change 
in accordance with the principle of common but dif-
ferentiated responsibilities. Its detailed structure was 
clearly intended to provide a framework for Annex 1 
emissions reductions far into the future4 and has been 
negotiated and refined over many years. Of course, the 
Protocol has its flaws and could be improved, to allow 
for compliance review during commitment periods for 
example, or to remove or severely limit the ability of 
developed countries to use offset mechanisms in order 
to comply with targets. However, as is clear from the 
outcome in the LCA track, any new framework for 
developed country commitments in the current politi-

 
4  Art. 3(9) of the Protocol states “Commitments for subsequent periods for 

Parties included in Annex I shall be established in amendments to Annex B 
to this protocol” and the rest of the Protocol is peppered with references to a 
“first” and “subsequent” commitment period - see for example Arts. 3(4), 
3(7), 7(3), 7(4) and 2(10). 
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cal climate will lead to weaker and less stringent con-
trols, rather than stronger ones. 
The vast majority of developing countries and NGOs 
are advocates of a second commitment period of the 
Kyoto Protocol, with the EU a lukewarm advocate 
among developed countries. However, the prospect of 
a second commitment period under the Kyoto Proto-
col is under continued assault; in Cancun it was the 
turn of Japan to lead the attack. Japan stated in blanket 
terms that it would not agree to a second commitment 
period of the Kyoto Protocol, but only to a global 
agreement that included the US and China. Russia and 
Canada took a similar stance. This stand-off played a 
key part in the ambiguity of the Cancun outcome with 
respect to the future of Kyoto. It would appear that the 
idea of two separate regimes, recognising the different 
roles and responsibilities of developed and developing 
countries in contributing to climate change, is not 
palatable to some countries, despite the fact that these 
principles underpin the UNFCCC.  
The political wrangling over Kyoto has bled through 
into the KP decision text5 - a much smaller degree of 
emphasis is placed on the Kyoto Protocol than on the 
LCA decision. The targets referred to in the preamble 
lack ambition - the decision refers to IPPC conclu-
sions that Annex 1 emissions need to be reduced to 
25-45% below 1990 levels by 2020, but does not ad-
dress the question of the risk this raises of continuing 
dangerous climate change, or of the need to deal with 
more recent scientific data6. At present, Art. 3(1) of 
the Kyoto Protocol contains an aggregate target for 
emissions reductions for parties. For the first com-
mitment period of the Kyoto Protocol, this was the 
paltry figure of a 5% reduction from 1990 levels. The 
current decision text makes no reference to an aggre-
gate target for the forthcoming commitment period. 
Para. 3 of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) decision “takes 
note of quantified economy-wide emissions reduction 
targets to be implemented by Annex 1 parties as com-
municated by them.” These targets are described as 
being set out in ‘document FCCC/SB/2010/INF.X’. A 
reference to exactly the same document is made when 
addressing targets under the LCA track (see further 
below). A footnote to the paragraph in the KP docu-
ment states that the content of the table in the informa-
tion document is shown “without prejudice to the 
position of the parties or the right of Parties under 
Article 21, paragraph 7 of the Kyoto Protocol”7. The 
footnote appears to have been a political compromise, 
extending a lifeline to Kyoto while putting off a final 

                                                           

                                                          

5  FCCC/KP/AWG/2010/L.8/Add.1. 
6  See in this regard “Reckless gamblers, how politicians’ inaction is ramping 

up the risk of dangerous climate change”, A report for policy makers by 
Friends of the Earth England, Wales & Northern Ireland 
http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/reports/reckless_gamblers.pdf. 

7  This paragraph relates to amendments to emissions reductions targets and 
greenhouse gases. 

decision on its future. The document itself is described 
as an SB (or ‘Subsidiary Body’) document. As the 
Subsidiary Bodies serve both the Protocol and Con-
vention, this conveniently dodges the question of 
whether targets for Kyoto parties will be part of a 
second commitment period of the Kyoto protocol, or 
form part of the more feeble system set out in the 
LCA track. 
In the closing stages of the Cancun negotiations, the 
UNFCCC Secretariat clarified that, as at that time, the 
‘INF.X’ document did not actually exist. This raises 
the question of which “targets” will find their way 
into the document. If (as many expect) it transpires 
that they are the Copenhagen Accord “pledges”, then 
it is imperative to ensure that they are strengthened. 
UNEP has identified a 6-9 gigatonne gap between 
these pledges and the emissions reductions required to 
stay below 2 degrees8. As a result, rather than being 
targets in real terms, the pledges must be treated as a 
very deep basement from which parties must build 
towards adequate targets, rather than any kind of aspi-
rational ceiling. 
In contrast to the LCA decision text, there is no refer-
ence in the KP decision to holding workshops ena-
bling parties to increase their levels of ambition, par-
ties are simply urged to raise the level of ambition of 
the targets to be achieved by them9. This creates a 
strong inference that the LCA discussions are where 
the real thrust of negotiations on targets will take 
place, with such targets, at best, being transferred into 
targets for the second commitment period of the 
Kyoto Protocol if a second commitment period is 
agreed. 
Additionally, the draft ‘Chair’s text’ for discussion in 
the following year contains an option that would re-
quire changes to targets or greenhouse gases listed in 
Annexes A and B to the Convention to be adopted by 
consensus, removing the current option for a 
¾ majority vote currently contained in the protocol 
and therefore making it harder for targets and addi-
tions to the list of greenhouse gases to be adopted.10 
The KP decision confirms the mandate of the working 
group to “complete its work [...] and have its results 
adopted [...] as early as possible and in time to ensure 
that there is no gap between the first and second 
commitment periods.” Whilst at first sight this would 
appear to be a much stronger endorsement of legal 
form in the KP track than in the LCA track (unsurpris-
ing as the work of the AWG-KP relates to an existing 
treaty) it is worth bearing in mind that this mandate, 
first adopted in Montreal in 2005, has not yet resulted 
in a concrete commitment to adopt a second commit-

 
8  http://www.unep.org/publications/ebooks/emissionsgapreport. 
9  Para. 4. 
10  See EE Art. 21, Revised proposal by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2010/18/Add.1. 
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ment period11. At least 143 instruments of acceptance 
need to be adopted before any amendment concerning 
a second commitment period comes into force and 
with less than two years to go until the first commit-
ment period ends on 31 December 2012, time is run-
ning out12. 
In sum, the KP decision leaves open the possibility of 
a second commitment period to the Kyoto Protocol, 
but without any great conviction. Crucial to the likeli-
hood of the second commitment period being agreed 
in practice will be the level of pressure placed on 
developed countries to stay within the Protocol and 
the attitude of developing countries in the coming 
year. Up until now they have made continuation of the 
second commitment period a central plank of their 
negotiating ‘asks’. Country positions in relation to the 
protocol should become clear at the first intersessional 
meeting of the year which takes place on 3-8 April 
2011 in Bangkok. 

3 The LCA track: a road to where? 
The decision in the LCA track13 (LCA decision) ex-
tends the mandate of the LCA working group (AWG-
LCA) for a further year. Cancun saw the expression of 
a wide range of debate about the appropriate form of 
the outcome of the LCA negotiations. The end deci-
sion leaves the question open, with nothing tying its 
answer to COP 16 in Durban. However, the matter is 
likely to be the subject of continued debate in the 
course of this year. The decision also records the un-
derstanding that not all aspects of the work of the 
AWG-LCA are concluded.  
In contrast to the lack of reference to an aggregate 
target in the KP decision, para. 1 of the LCA decision 
refers to a global goal, though this goal is not defined. 
Para. 4 of the shared vision “recognises” that deep 
cuts are required in order to hold the temperature 
increase below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial 
levels. Para. 138 and 139 subject this 2 degree target 
to review from 2013-2015, including with reference to 
whether the target should be increased to 1.5 degrees. 
The origins of these provisions can be clearly located 
in the Copenhagen Accord, which was ‘noted’ at 
COP 15 in Copenhagen, but not formally adopted. 
Para. 5 and 6 of the decision contain references to a 
global goal for 2050 and a time frame for peaking of 
global emissions. These are weak: parties agree to 
“work towards” and “cooperate in achieving” these 

                                                           
11  See also L. Rajamani, From Berlin to Bali and Beyond: killing Kyoto softly? 

ICLQ 57 pp. 909-939, foreshadowing the demise of the protocol following 
the agreement of the Bali Action Plan. 

12  It is worth noting that measures such as provision application are being 
considered to address any gap between commitment periods, see Legal 
Considerations relating to a possible gap between the first and subsequent 
commitment periods 
http://maindb.unfccc.int/library/view_pdf.pl?url=http://unfccc.int/resource/doc
s/2010/awg13/eng/10.pdf. 

13  FCCC/AWGLCA/2010/L.7. 

goals, both of which will be considered again in Dur-
ban. There is no goal set for atmospheric stabilisation 
of greenhouse gases, nor any reference to the concept 
of shared atmospheric space advanced by Bolivia and 
supported by many developing countries. 
Para. 36 of the LCA decision contains an identical 
provision to that in the KP text, referring to developed 
country targets being contained in document 
FCCC/SB/2010.INF.X. Likewise, para. 37, with its 
reference to reduction targets in the range of 25-40%, 
mirrors provisions under the Kyoto Protocol. How-
ever, unlike the provisions in the KP decision, the 
LCA decision contains references to workshops to, 
among other things, “clarify the assumptions and the 
conditions related to the attainment of these targets 
[…] and options and ways to increase their level of 
ambition.” 
Para. 40 onwards of the decision deal with reporting 
and review requirements for developed country par-
ties. They refer to enhanced reporting in Annex 1 
national communications on mitigation targets and on 
the provision of financial, technical and capacity-
building support to developing country parties, annual 
greenhouse gas inventories and inventory reports and 
biennial reports on progress in achieving emissions 
reductions and provision of support to developing 
country parties. There are also enhanced guidelines for 
submission and review of information. 
Para. 44 sets out a process for international assessment 
of emissions removals under the SBI “taking into 
account national circumstances, in a rigorous, robust 
and transparent manner, with a view to promoting 
comparability and building confidence.” There is no 
mention or acknowledgement of the rules and proce-
dures set out under the Kyoto Protocol, which are 
designed to ensure comparability, or how this process 
would interact with the obligations on parties under 
that protocol. It is unclear why confidence-building is 
needed, given that, with one exception, developed 
countries are already subject to a legally binding 
framework for emissions reductions. Para. 45 deals 
with low–carbon development strategies or plans and 
para. 46 and 47 consider a work programme “for the 
development of modalities described above, building 
on existing reporting and review guidelines, processes 
and experiences.” Again, there is no reference to the 
existence of the Kyoto Protocol and its processes and 
no guarantee that these are what is being alluded to, 
nor any reference to compliance. Instead these para-
graphs points to a much weaker monitoring regime 
than that in Kyoto. 
A key uncertainty here relates to which developed 
countries these provisions will apply. At present all 
Annex I parties other than the US are members of the 
Kyoto Protocol. The ‘monitoring-lite’ provisions in 
the LCA, if intended to refer solely to the US, could 
be regarded as an acceptable form of compromise. 
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Republican gains in the recent elections have lead to a 
general lack of expectation that the United States will 
be able to increase its pledges on greenhouse gas re-
ductions, or be part of a more binding system of moni-
toring. However, it would be big step backwards for 
the international environmental legal order if other 
Annex I countries were to regress to such a system 
after years of being subject to the Kyoto regime.  
In contrast, the LCA decision text shows real move-
ment on developing countries actions and monitoring. 
Para. 49 takes note of such developing country actions 
as are contained in a yet-to-be issued document known 
as ‘FCCC/AWLCA/2010/INF.Y’ Developing coun-
tries that wish to voluntarily inform the COP of their 
intention to implement NAMAs, or ‘nationally appro-
priate mitigation actions’ are invited to submit infor-
mation on those activities to the secretariat. Para. 52 
requires developed countries to provide enhanced 
financial, technological support needed for implemen-
tation of these actions. There are provisions for work-
shops relating to these actions. Developing countries 
are invited to submit to the Secretariat information on 
nationally appropriate mitigation actions14 for which 
they are seeking support, with developed country 
parties submitting information on support available. A 
registry will be set up to record such information. 
Developing countries are now subject to much en-
hanced reporting requirements, with national commu-
nications every 4 years, biennial update reports that 
will be subject to international consultation and analy-
sis, international measuring, reporting and verification 
for internationally supported actions and domestic 
MRV for domestically supported actions15. Again, 
this is a significant shift, especially when one consid-
ers that the provisions of the Copenhagen Accord 
provided for emerging economies to monitor their 
efforts and report results to the UN every two years 
whilst recognising the need “to ensure that national 
sovereignty is respected.” Para. 65 encourages devel-
oping countries to prepare Low Carbon Development 
Strategies.  

                                                          

The above provisions narrow the distinction between 
developed and developing countries under the LCA 
track, indeed a provision has been inserted specifically 
into the LCA decision to clarify that the content and 
frequency of national communications from non-
Annex 1 parties will not be more onerous than that for 
Annex 1 parties16.  
This close textual analysis of the provisions of the 
agreement underscores the power play that took place 
during the negotiations. On the one hand developing 
countries showed a willingness to move forwards, 
accepting the need to take action and increased moni-

 
14  Aimed at achieving a deviation in emissions relative to ‘business as usual’ 

emissions in 2020.  
15  Para. 60-67. 
16  Para. 60(b). 

toring, reporting and verification requirements in the 
LCA track. On the other, Annex I parties refused to 
make any commitment to maintain the legal frame-
work which applies to all but one of them in the KP 
track, choosing instead to adopt much weaker lan-
guage in the LCA than that which governs their exist-
ing commitments.  

3.1 A new international climate governance struc-
ture 

Notably, the LCA decision takes significant steps 
towards setting up a new international climate infra-
structure. This includes a number of new frameworks 
and mechanisms such as an adaptation committee, a 
green climate fund, a technology mechanism and a 
‘spillover mechanism’17. An adaptation framework is 
instituted to enhance adaptation actions by all coun-
tries, including an adaptation committee to provide 
technical support to parties, facilitate sharing of in-
formation and best practices and advise the COP on 
adaptation-related matters. A work programme is set 
up to consider approaches to address loss and damage 
associated with climate change (previous references in 
draft text to a loss and damage mechanism have been 
removed). Work to operationalise these structures will 
begin in the course of this year. 

3.2 Human rights 
The preamble to the LCA text now includes a specific 
reference to UN Human Rights Council resolu-
tion 10/4 which recognises the particular impact of 
climate change on the human rights of those already 
vulnerable due to geography, gender, age, indigenous 
or minority status or disability. However, resolu-
tion 10/4 makes reference to specific rights that are 
impacted, such as the right to life, food and health, 
which are not repeated in the Cancun decision. Para. 8 
of the shared vision text states that parties “should” 
(rather than the stronger ‘shall’) in all climate change-
related actions, fully respect human rights. The adap-
tation section contains language on climate displace-
ment18, but is very weak, merely asking parties “to 
enhance understanding, coordination and coopera-
tion” on “measures to address climate-induced dis-
placement at national, regional and international 
levels.”  
While it is welcome to see specific references to hu-
man rights in the text, the references are limited and 
must be be implemented19. At minimum, specific 
policies and proposals adopted under the LCA track, 
including those adopted under the new mechanisms 

                                                           
17  Or mechanism to address the indirect consequences of proposals to 

address climate change. 
18  Para. 14(f). 
19  See the proposals of the human rights and climate change working group, (a 

grouping of lawyers from organisations including CIEL, Earthjustice, Friends 
of the Earth and Nord-Sud XXI) on how rights could be incorporated into the 
text. 
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should ensure respect for human rights obligations. 
This requires respect for the procedural rights neces-
sary to uphold such obligations, namely rights of in-
formation, participation and access to justice20. 

4 Consensus: were the Cancun agreements 
actually agreed? 

In the closing hours of Cancun, there was an added 
twist to the tale. Against a background of ringing 
endorsements of the decisions by other countries, 
Bolivia roundly rejected both the KP and LCA Can-
cun decision documents in the closing plenaries21. 
However, the decision was still adopted ‘by consen-
sus’ by the Chair of the Conference of Parties/Meeting 
of Parties. To fully explore the meaning and nature of 
consensus would require an article of its own, but a 
useful analysis of its advantages and pitfalls is con-
tained in an article from over 30 years ago concerning 
UNCLOS22. This points out that consensus is used 
when the nature of issues at stake is such that states 
could only reap maximum advantage in the context of 
an internationally agreed regime, noting “consensus 
does not imply unanimity, but a very considerable 
convergence of opinions and the absence of any dele-
gations in strong disagreement, however few in num-
ber.” It is hard to see how the very strong and clear 
dissent by Bolivia meets this criteria23. The conse-
quences of this series of events for future negotiations 
under the international climate framework remain to 
be seen.  

5 Conclusion 
Any triumphant announcements on the conclusion of a 
future global climate agreement in a year or so would 
do well to include an assessment of what has been 
gained and what has been lost in the attempt to arrive 
at a ‘balanced’ result. If the balance is achieved by 
developing countries moving forward (as they have 
under the LCA) while developed countries fall back 
and abandon Kyoto, this is not only contrary to the 
principle of equity and common but differentiated 
responsibility that underpin the climate regime, but 

                                                           

                                                          

20  These rights are set out in Principle 10 of the Rio declaration and have been 
developed in the Aarhus Convention. The LCA text recognises the impor-
tance of ensuring the participation of stakeholders at para. 7, but does not 
specify how this is to be ensured, nor does it refer to these rights. 

21  See “Why Bolivia stood alone in opposing the Cancun climate agreement” 
by Pablo Solon, The Guardian, Tuesday 21 December 2010 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/cif-green/2010/dec/21/bolivia-
oppose-cancun-climate-agreement. 

22  B. Buzan, Negotiating by Consensus: Developments in Technique at the 
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, American Journal of In-
ternational Law, Vol 75 No 2 (Apr 1981) pp. 324-348. 

23  The article identifies a major difficulty of the consensus procedure as being 
the slowness of the outcome. However, as it points out, this concern only 
has substance if there is some faster way of proceeding. It is hard to identify 
any faster method in the climate negotiations, where the need for an interna-
tionally agreed regime is paramount. Of course, as highlighted by Bolivia, 
there is also an urgent need to make cuts of the level demanded by science, 
posing grave difficulties if the cuts agreed by countries are too low. 

also stifles the momentum needed to make real pro-
gress in addressing climate change.  
The advances made under the Kyoto Protocol have 
been modest, but its monitoring structures have much 
potential, if adequately stringent targets can be agreed. 
It is clear from the above analysis that what is being 
proposed for developed country targets under the LCA 
track will not ‘build upon’ Kyoto at all but instead be 
a pale shadow of it. It would be a sad day for the in-
ternational legal order if the Kyoto Protocol, once 
regarded as a state-of-the-art treaty that would usher in 
a new, enlightened age of environmental governance, 
were fall by the wayside at exactly the time when the 
science is pointing to the need for more rigour, not 
less. Soon, vital decisions will have to be made as to 
whether the Protocol’s provisions are to be weakened, 
unpicked in order for certain provisions to be salvaged 
for the LCA track, or sidelined entirely. These deci-
sions will determine the stringency of the international 
commitments for developed country parties (other 
than the United States) for the foreseeable future. It is 
vital that in the coming months, developing countries 
(who for their part showed a real willingness to move 
forward in Cancun)24, NGOs and the interested public 
continue to put pressure on developed countries to 
agree a second commitment period to the Kyoto Pro-
tocol.  
Aside from structural concerns, the Cancun outcome 
is highly worrying, both in terms of both equity and 
science. As set out above, UNEP has assessed the 
pledged targets to be 5-9 gigatonnes short of what is 
necessary to prevent a 2 degree rise in temperature, a 
goal which many regard as insufficient in any case. 
The equity gap between responsibility for climate 
change and the need to make emissions will only 
increase over time, the longer it takes to agree reduc-
tions, the deeper the cuts will have to be and the less 
just the overall outcome.25  
At this stage, it is highly unlikely that the climate 
negotiations will provide a comprehensive framework 
to regulate carbon emissions within the timeframes 
demanded by science. Even if developed countries 
(bar the US) take on adequate reduction commitments 
under the Kyoto Protocol and provide appropriate 
finance and technology to ensure that developing 
countries can also take action to deviate from their 
baseline emissions, there are still sectors (such as 
international maritime transport and aviation) and 
gases that are not regulated. If we are genuinely to 
prevent large-scale climate related devastation, it is 

 
24  Many developing countries are taking concrete steps to meet this challenge, 

see for example  http://www.theclimategroup.org/our-
news/news/2011/3/7/new-report-china-charts-clean-industrial-revolution-to-
power-its-new-economy/ re China’s carbon reduction intensity target in its 
new five year plan. 

25  D. A Brown, An Ethical Analysis of the Cancun Climate Negotations Out-
come, http://rockblogs.psu.edu/climate/2010/12/an-ethical-analysis-of-the-
cancun-climate-negotiations-outcome.html. 

25 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/cif-green/2010/dec/21/bolivia-oppose-cancun-climate-agreement
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/cif-green/2010/dec/21/bolivia-oppose-cancun-climate-agreement
http://www.theclimategroup.org/our-news/news/2011/3/7/new-report-china-charts-clean-industrial-revolution-to-power-its-new-economy/
http://www.theclimategroup.org/our-news/news/2011/3/7/new-report-china-charts-clean-industrial-revolution-to-power-its-new-economy/
http://www.theclimategroup.org/our-news/news/2011/3/7/new-report-china-charts-clean-industrial-revolution-to-power-its-new-economy/
http://rockblogs.psu.edu/climate/2010/12/an-ethical-analysis-of-the-cancun-climate-negotiations-outcome.html
http://rockblogs.psu.edu/climate/2010/12/an-ethical-analysis-of-the-cancun-climate-negotiations-outcome.html
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time to consider what options exist for regulation of 
actors outside the process (such as transnational cor-
porations) and how to accelerate progress on emis-
sions reduction at the national level. In developed 
countries in particular, this will require a fundamental 
shift in lifestyle and consumption patterns that cannot 
be engineered at the international level. Nevertheless, 
there is no substitute for ensuring that the international 
framework to regulate greenhouse gas emissions is as 
ambitious, equitable, comprehensive, and stringent as 
possible. The success of negotiations over the coming 
year or so will indicate whether this challenge has 
been met. 
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